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How do I reset a Raspberry Pi?

Obviously, you can power cycle, but power cycling is dangerous. Be ready to say goodbye to 
the contents of the SD card if you use that method.
There are subtler ways like a software reset, a watchdog reboot or even a pushbutton reset.
Note that using a reset button is rarely necessary but is MUCH safer than power cycling

1. Software reset

Enter at the command prompt:

sudo shutdown "now" -r

You can also use:

sudo reboot

The full file path for this command (if you needed it for specific uses) is:

sudo /sbin/reboot

There is no difference in them. Internally they do exactly the same thing.

 reboot uses the shutdown command (with the -r switch). The shutdown command used 
to kill all the running processes, unmount all the file systems and finally tells the kernel 
to issue the ACPI power command. The source can be found here. In older distros the 
reboot command was forcing the processes to exit by issuing the SIGKILL signal (still 
found in sources, can be invoked with -f option), in most recent distros it defaults to the 
more graceful and init friendly init 1 -> shutdown -r. This ensures that daemons 
clean up themselves before shutdown.

 init 6 tells the init process to shutdown all the spawned processes/daemons as written 
in the init files (in the inverse order they started) and lastly invoke the shutdown -r 
nowcommand to reboot the machine

Today there is not much difference as both commands do exactly the same, and they respect 
the init scripts used to start services/daemons by invoking the shutdown scripts for them. 
Except for reboot -f -r now as stated below. There is a small explanation taken from 
manpages of why the reboot -f is not safe:

  -f, --force
    Force immediate halt, power-off, reboot. Don't contact the init system.

shutdown is preferable because it allows you to specify the reason for the drastic action. The 
message will be recorded in the log(s) for posterity. For example:

shutdown -r now 'Kernel upgrade requires reboot'
 

You can also perform a scheduled reboot by specifying something other than now as the reboot 
time:

shutdown -r 22:00 'Work around kernel memory leak’

Then your users will get periodic reminders to get out as the time approaches. The process will 
be more orderly and professional

http://util-linux.sourcearchive.com/documentation/2.14/shutdown_8c-source.html


2. Watchdog daemon restart

If your Raspberry Pi unit happens to lock up, crashes, or otherwise becomes non-responsive, a 
hardware watchdog can automatically "reset" the hardware.  The goal here is to have the 
computer (the Raspberry Pi) brought back online instead of you having to manually cycle the 
power.  

Generally, a watchdog timer is nothing else than a timer-register which can be realized on 
hardware- and/or software-side. Its main purpose is to trigger a system reset or other 
corrective action if something doesn’t work anymore as it should be. In detail the timer-
register needs to get reset in a functional workflow before its filled up and triggers the reset or 
special action.
This means that the functional system must trigger a heartbeat to the watchdog (“feeding the 
dog”) within a hard (hardware, not changeable) or soft (software, self-definable) time-period. 
An absence of some heartbeats results in reaching the time limit and triggering the 
reset/action.
Luckily the BCM2835 SoC has a hardware-based watchdog timer on board. If I’m right 
informed this watchdog timeout register has 20 bits and counts down every 16µs, so the 
hardware timer limit is something around 16 seconds (16*2^20µs) which seems to be right 
according to watchdog module source.

Creating and activating the watchdog
To activate the watchdog, edit the system config file:

sudo nano /boot/config.txt

And add this at the end of the file:

# activating the hardware watchdog
dtparam=watchdog=on

At this point you need to reboot the RPi to activate the hardware watchdog. 
This will create the device /dev/watchdog. Check for the device

ls -al /dev/watchdog*
crw------- 1 root root  10, 130 May 19 07:09 /dev/watchdog
crw------- 1 root root 253,   0 May 19 07:09 /dev/watchdog0

I was not able to use watchdog0, but they seemed linked. If you use one of the watchdog's, 
trying to use the other one gives you a permission error. Bottom line, there was and is only 
one hardware watchdog provided.

The watchdog is automatically started once the device is opened. Once the watchdog is 
started, it needs to get feed with heartbeats - this is done by writing anything but the 
character “V” to the device. “V” is a magic character which will disable the watchdog - so it’s 
important to know that just closing the device without writing the magic char to it won’t stops 
the watchdog, quite the contrary will happen, and the timer limit will be reached and the reset 
gets triggered.

Feeding the watchdog
If you don’t want to control the watchdog by your own, you can use a ready-to-use watchdog-
daemon, which provides some more features than just feeding the dog with heartbeats every 
10 or 15s. It can also run several tests to check the system healthfulness like monitoring 
memory and load, checking ping-results, measuring temperature or performing user-defined 
commands to do arbitrary tests and trigger reboot when they fail (see appendix A).

sudo apt-get install -y watchdog



This installation produces a few cryptic lines:

/run/udev or .udevdb or .udev presence implies active udev. Aborting MAKEDEV invocation.
/run/udev or .udevdb or .udev presence implies active udev. Aborting MAKEDEV invocation.
update-rc.d: warning: start and stop actions are no longer supported; falling back to defaults

The installation installs scripts in the init.d system, as before, but also adds this for systemd 
support:

ls -l /lib/systemd/system/w*
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 498 Feb 26  2016 /lib/systemd/system/watchdog.service
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 593 Feb 26  2016 /lib/systemd/system/wd_keepalive.service

Next is to configure the watchdog so it knows what to watch for

sudo nano /etc/watchdog.conf

For the fork bomb test (below) I took away the "#" marks from the following lines:

max-load-1 = 24
min-memory = 1
watchdog-device = /dev/watchdog

# add the following command to get rid of a pesky error message
watchdog-timeout=15

This is the pesky error message that will turn up if you ask for a status:

cannot set timeout 60 (errno = 22 = 'Invalid argument')

This seems to be a default that is set somewhere, which is plain wrong! The maximum timeout 
for the RPi BMC is 15 seconds.

You can also reboot your Pi by the watchdog by eg. monitoring a log file

sudo nano /etc/watchdog.conf

Add the lines file and change and set them to:

file   = /tmp/mylogfile.log
change = 300

This setting will restart your Pi when mylogfile.log in /tmp hasn't been updated in 5 minutes.

To prevent hardware watchdog from being stopped, when watchdog process is killed, please 
load module with additional options. Create new file i.e. /etc/modprobe.d/watchdog.conf 
with content:

options bcm2835_wdt nowayout=1

There is an additional configuration file:

ls -al /etc/default/watchdog

It contains the following:

# Start watchdog at boot time? 0 or 1
run_watchdog=1
# Start wd_keepalive after stopping watchdog? 0 or 1
run_wd_keepalive=1



# Load module before starting watchdog
watchdog_module="none"
# Specify additional watchdog options here (see manpage).

Where is says to see the "manpage", I assume man watchdog.conf is meant. Unfortunately, I 
was unable to get the several parameters I tried, to work, so I left this file alone.

Starting watchdog feeder
We'll be using the systemd method to start, stop and ask for a status report.

sudo systemctl start watchdog

Now ask for a status report

sudo systemctl status watchdog

You should get something like this:

watchdog.service - watchdog daemon
Loaded: loaded (/lib/systemd/system/watchdog.service; static)
Active: active (running) since Thu 2016-05-19 21:04:47 CEST; 33min ago
Process: 627 ExecStart=/bin/sh -c [ $run_watchdog != 1 ] || exec /usr/sbin/watchdog 
$watchdog_options (code=exited, status=0/SUCCESS)
Process: 623 ExecStartPre=/bin/sh -c [ -z "${watchdog_module}" ] || [ "${watchdog_module}" = 
"none" ] || /sbin/modprobe $watchdog_module (code=exited, status=0/SUCCESS)
Main PID: 632 (watchdog)
CGroup: /system.slice/watchdog.service
└─632 /usr/sbin/watchdog

May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: int=1s realtime=yes sync=no soft=no mla=24 mem=1
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: ping: 192.168.1.1
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: file: no file to check
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: pidfile: no server process to check
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: interface: no interface to check
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: temperature: no sensors to check
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: test=none(0) repair=none(0) alive=/dev/watchdog 
heartbeat=none to=roo...ce=no
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: watchdog now set to 15 seconds
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server watchdog[632]: hardware watchdog identity: Broadcom BCM2835 
Watchdog timer
May 19 21:04:47 raspi-server systemd[1]: Started watchdog daemon.

You can stop the watchdog with

sudo systemctl stop watchdog

And change the configuration parameters in the configuration file to test it again.

So now its time to test if everything works as it should be. Ensure that there aren’t any critical 
processes running and try to cause a kernel panic for example. This can be tried with 
deactivating any swap space and a nasty forkbomb (: (){ :|:& };:), but more reliable will be a 
fake kernel-module.

#!/bin/bash
echo "Starting shell fork bomb"
# prevent swapping to the SD card!
sudo systemctl stop dphys-swapfile.service
# start the bomb
: (){ :|:& };:



Or this one using Python:

#!/usr/bin/python
#----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Name:        fork.bomb
# Purpose:
#
# Author:      paulv
#
# Created:     09-05-2016
# Copyright:   (c) paulv 2016
# Licence:     <your licence>
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------

import os
import subprocess

def main():
    print "fork bomb starting"
    # prevent swapping to the SD card!
    subprocess.call(['sudo systemctl stop dphys-swapfile.service'], 
shell=True, \
        stdout=subprocess.PIPE, stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

    while True:
        os.fork()

if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()

If everything is set up correctly the system will reboot about 15 seconds later. So from now 
your system is protected by the watchdog.

After reboot, with either of those methods, the watchdog package is installed at boot time. You 
can verify that with 

dmesg | grep watchdog

or

cat /var/log/syslog | grep watchdog

or

sudo systemctl status watchdog



3. Activate the systemd software watchdog

Now that Jessie embraces the systemd system, let's see what else that can bring to the ball 
game.

Systemd has a philosophy behind protection against hang-ups embedded in the system. It 
supports a, rather simple, software watchdog system. It does not have all the bells and 
whistles of the watchdog package, but it is sufficient in many cases.

Let's set that up on a clean Jessie installation. If you used the watchdog package on this 
installation before, you need to disable the activation or remove that package all together : 

sudo apt-get remove watchdog.
 

You can only run one or the other, not both. The reason is that the hardware watchdog device 
is single user only and you'll get access issues

Note: When you activate the systemd software watchdog, it automatically activates the BCM 
hardware watchdog. There is no need to activate it in the /boot/config.txt file. It does not 
seem to harm if you have already activated it that way though.

Follow these steps to activate and setup the software watchdog.

sudo nano /etc/systemd/system.conf

And change these two lines from:

#RuntimeWatchdogSec=20
#ShutdownWatchdogSec=10min

To :

RuntimeWatchdogSec=10
ShutdownWatchdogSec=10min

The first line is all that is needed to activate the watchdog, I also decided to activate another 
safety measure as well. The default Runtime value of 20 (seconds) is halved and so the 
hardware watchdog device is actually "pinged" every 10 seconds. For this test I used 10 
seconds, so the ping is every 5 seconds and if there is no activity within a 10 second period, 
the RPI is rebooted. Note that the default of 20 seconds is wrong (I think this is a bug) for the 
RPi. [NOTE: this has been fixed, the default now is 0] 
The maximum is 15 seconds, and is set by the SOC counter. If you leave the original setting, 
you'll get a rather cryptic error message. The Shutdown setting is used to force a reboot if the 
shutdown process takes longer than 10 minutes (default), to prevent a hang in that process.

So all you need to do to start the systemd watchdog is to activate the "RuntimeWatchdogSec" 
setting, and optionally activate the "ShutdownWatchdogSec" option. That's all there is to it.

After setting this up, reboot the RPi to make the watchdog settings active.

First check the activation of the hardware watchdog by running:

cat /var/log/syslog | grep watchdog

It should return something like this :
May 20 08:33:43 raspi-server kernel: [ 10.362509] bcm2835-wdt 
20100000.watchdog: Broadcom BCM2835 watchdog timer
May 20 08:33:43 raspi-server systemd[1]: Hardware watchdog 'Broadcom BCM2835 
Watchdog timer', version 0
May 20 08:33:43 raspi-server systemd[1]: Set hardware watchdog to 10s.



The first two lines show that the hardware watchdog device is activated. The third line shows 
that the software watchdog loaded our 10 sec. parameter.

A simple test to see if this protection works is by issuing a

sudo poweroff

When you have a console attached to the RPi, you can see what is going on. The Pi will go 
through the shutdown process, and seems to crash with a Kernel panic, but that is normal 
behavior. The last message on the console will tell you that it will reboot in 10 seconds, and so 
it does.

Now use one of the fork-bombs from the hardware watchdog to verify that the system works 
when there is a lack of response (no more pinging of the watchdog).
My RPi rebooted in about 15 seconds, unfortunately, there is not much showing on the console 
this time, other than some causes of the fork bomb.

So, with these simple steps we can add a minimum level of protection for systemd level hang-
ups and kernel panics, to address what I call the "lowest level" protection.

When you have installed this method, how do you now cut the power to the Pi? It won't halt 
anymore either (sudo halt). Well, you have 10 seconds to pull the power plug at the end of the 
shutdown procedure. 

As you will have realized by now, this method is perfect for embedded applications, servers, 
security camera's etc., to keep them running at all time, or reboot if they don't. Not so much 
for desktop applications, where you have much more control through a keyboard and console.

The next step is to configure protection for the next level "up", the user application level, (or 
services in systemd speak) by using the systemd software watchdog interface system. 

 
If you want to use the systemd method of using a software watchdog to add control to your 
own application program, you can use the following method to implement that.

You use the hardware BMC watchdog system to reboot the RPi when the kernel gets 
unresponsive, or when systemd is no longer operational.
A higher level of control can be added by a software watchdog. Systemd provides that, plus an 
interface to implement that.
The combination of the two provide the Supervisor chain (in systemd speak).

There are two steps.

1. You need to provide a service configuration file for systemd to instruct it what to do.
2. You need to add a few things to your own application to make it all work in this 
environment.

In essence, you ask systemd to initiate a software watchdog, and your application needs to 
"ping" it at regular intervals. If the application fails to do that, systemd will take action.

I wrote a service file that will let you test a number of elements.

# This service installs a python test program that allows us to test the
# systemd software watchdog. This watchdog can be used to protect from hangups.
# On top of that, when the service crashes, it is automatically restarted.
# If it crashes too many times, it will be forced to fail, or you can let systemd reboot
#

[Unit]
Description=Installing Python test script for a systemd s/w watchdog
Requires=basic.target
After=multi-user.target



[Service]
Type=notify
WatchdogSec=10s
ExecStart=/usr/bin/python /home/pi/systemd-test.py
Restart=always

# The number of times the service is restarted within a time period can be set
# If that condition is met, the RPi can be rebooted
#
StartLimitBurst=4
StartLimitInterval=180s
# actions can be none|reboot|reboot-force|reboot-immidiate
StartLimitAction=none

# The following are defined the /etc/systemd/system.conf file and are
# global for all services
#
#DefaultTimeoutStartSec=90s
#DefaultTimeoutStopSec=90s
#
# They can also be set on a per process here:
# if they are not defined here, they fall back to the system.conf values
TimeoutStartSec=2s
TimeoutStopSec=2s

[Install]
WantedBy=multi-user.target

Details can be found if you look for systemd.service(5)
I also wrote a Python script that lets you play with this system and experiment to you hearts 
delight.

#!/usr/bin/python2.7
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Name:        systemd daemon & watchdog test file
# Purpose:
#
# Author:      paulv
#
# Created:     07-05-2016
# Copyright:   (c) paulv 2016
# Licence:     <your licence>
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

import sys
import os
from time import sleep
import signal
import subprocess
import socket

init = True

def sd_notify(unset_environment, s_cmd):

    """
    Notify service manager about start-up completion and to kick the watchdog.

    https://github.com/kirelagin/pysystemd-daemon/blob/master/sddaemon/__init__.py

    This is a reimplementation of systemd's reference sd_notify().
    sd_notify() should be used to notify the systemd manager about the
    completion of the initialization of the application program.
    It is also used to send watchdog ping information.

    """
    global init

    sock = None

    try:
        if not s_cmd:
            sys.stderr.write("error : missing s_cmd\n")
            return(1)

        s_adr = os.environ.get('NOTIFY_SOCKET', None)
        if init : # report this only one time



            sys.stderr.write("Notify socket = " + str(s_adr) + "\n")
            # this will normally return : /run/systemd/notify
            init = False

        if not s_adr:
            sys.stderr.write("error : missing socket\n")
            return(1)

        sock = socket.socket(socket.AF_UNIX, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
        sock.sendto(s_cmd, s_adr)
        # sendto() returns number of bytes send
        # in the original code, the return was tested against > 0 ???
        if sock.sendto(s_cmd, s_adr) == 0:
            sys.stderr.write("error : incorrect sock.sendto  return value\n")
            return(1)
    except e:
        pass
    finally:
        # terminate the socket connection
        if sock:
            sock.close()
        if unset_environment:
            if 'NOTIFY_SOCKET' in os.environ:
                del os.environ['NOTIFY_SOCKET']
    return(0) # OK

def sig_handler (signum=None, frame = None):
    """
    This function will catch the most important system signals, but NOT a shutdown!
    During testing, you can use this code to see what termination methods are used or filter
    some out.

    This handler catches the following signals from the OS:
        SIGHUB = (1) SSH Terminal logout
        SIGINT = (2) Ctrl-C
        SIGQUIT = (3) ctrl-\
        IOerror = (5) when terminating the SSH connection (input/output error)
        SIGTERM = (15) Deamon terminate (deamon --stop): is coming from deamon manager
    However, it cannot catch SIGKILL = (9), the kill -9 or the shutdown procedure
    """

    try:
        print "\nSignal handler called with signal : {0}".format(signum)
        if signum == 1 :
            sys.stderr.write("Sighandler: ignoring SIGHUB signal : " + str(signum) + "\n")
            return # ignore SSH logout termination
        sys.stderr.write("terminating : python test script\n")
        sys.exit(1)

    except Exception as e: # IOerror 005 when terminating the SSH connection
        sys.stderr.write("Unexpected Exception in sig_handler() : "+ str(e) + "\n")
        subprocess.call(['logger "Unexpected Exception in sig_handler()"'], shell=True)
        return

def main():

    # setup a catch for the following termination signals: (signal.SIGINT = ctrl-c)
    for sig in (signal.SIGTERM, signal.SIGINT, signal.SIGHUP, signal.SIGQUIT):
        signal.signal(sig, sig_handler)

    # get the timeout period from the systemd-test.service file
    wd_usec = os.environ.get('WATCHDOG_USEC', None)
    if wd_usec == None or wd_usec == 0:
        sys.stderr.write("terminating : incorrect watchdog interval sequence\n")
        exit(1)

    wd_usec = int(wd_usec)
    # use half the time-out value in seconds for the kick-the-dog routine to
    # account for Linux housekeeping chores
    wd_kick = wd_usec / 1000000 / 2
    sys.stderr.write("watchdog kick interval = " + str(wd_kick) + "\n")

    try:
        sys.stderr.write("starting : python daemon watchdog and fail test script started\n")
        # notify systemd that we've started
        retval = sd_notify(0, "READY=1")
        if retval <> 0:



            sys.stderr.write("terminating : fatal sd_notify() error for script start\n")
            exit(1)

        # after the init, ping the watchdog and check for errors
        retval = sd_notify(0, "WATCHDOG=1")
        if retval <> 0:
            sys.stderr.write("terminating : fatal sd_notify() error for watchdog ping\n")
            exit(1)

        ctr = 0 # setup a counter to initiate a watchdog fail
        while True :
            if ctr > 5 :
                sys.stderr.write("forcing watchdog fail, restarting service\n")
                sleep(20)

            sleep(wd_kick)
            sys.stderr.write("kicking the watchdog : ctr = " + str(ctr) + "\n")
            sd_notify(0, "WATCHDOG=1")
            ctr += 1

    except KeyboardInterrupt:
        print "\nTerminating by Ctrl-C"
        exit(0)

if __name__ == '__main__':
    main()

The comments should give you an idea of what is needed. In a nutshell, the application needs 
to signal systemd that it has finished the initialization. At regular intervals, the software 
watchdog is updated. There is a fail condition in the code that will mimic a hung application.

Here is how you install and test this all.
Open an editor:

nano systemd-test.service

Copy and paste the service code above into the editor. Save the file and close the editor. Copy 
this file into the systemd structure with :

sudo cp systemd-test.service /etc/systemd/system

Open an editor again:

nano systemd-test.py

Copy and paste the Python code above into the editor. Save the file and close the editor. Make 
the python script executable :

chmod +x systemd-test.py

Run the service script in the systemd environment :

sudo systemctl start systemd-test

Watch what is going on with

tail -f /var/log/syslog

After 4 failures and automatic restarts of the python script, systemd declares it a failed state. 
You can also let the RPi reboot when this happens and all you need to do is to change 
StartLimitAction=none to StartLimitAction=reboot in the systemd-test.service file.

If you would like to test the application within the boot process, run this :

sudo systemctl enable systemd-test



After a reboot, you can again watch it all by using the above tail command again.
If you decide to change the Python script, you can do that while the system is running. At the 
next restart, the new code is automatically loaded and executed. If you want to change 
parameters in the .service file, you can do that too, but you need to activate and reload those 
changes. You do that with

sudo systemctl daemon-reload

and then

sudo systemctl restart systemd-test

I had great fun to discover all the possibilities systemd now offers me to add better control to 
my own scripts.



4. Restart when system is freaking out

If your application starts to load the CPU’s, you might consider to reboot it. 
It would be better to figure out why the load was getting so high and address that.

Create a script checkload.sh and make it executable.

#! /bin/bash
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Init
#---------------------------------------------------------------------------

LOAD = `uptime |awk '{print $NF}'`
LOADCOMP = `echo $LOAD \> 1.5 | bc -l`
if [ $LOADCOMP -eq 150 ]; then 
    sudo reboot now
fi

That would do a reboot if the 15 minute load average was higher than 1.5. You could 
substitute a different number for the 1.5.

Now edit crontab and add a line to execute this script every eg: 10 minutes past the hour 

crontab -e

10 * * * * /home/pi/checkload.sh 

Note: you might need to install bc

apt -y install bc



5. Hardware reset

You will need a 2-way 0.1" header and connecting leads, momentary contact switch, soldering 
iron and solder

When you have shut down your Pi, it is not possible to restart it again without removing the 5V 
supply and then reconnecting it. This solution allows you to restart your Pi without removing 
the power lead or otherwise switching off the supply.
Pi boards have an unpopulated 2-way header, identified as explained below, that can be 
connected to a switch that when closed momentarily restarts the Pi from whatever state it was 
in - even shutdown. Each section below shows the location of the header for a variety of Pi 
versions.

Model B Rev 2: header labelled P6.

Pi 2 Model B+ and Model 2: header labelled RUN located between the GPIO header and display 
connection.



Pi 3 Model B: header labelled RUN located between the GPIO header and USB socket.



6. Add a Safe Off Switch to Power Down Your Raspberry Pi

To keep prices down, the Raspberry Pi is missing something that most electronic devices come 
with: a switch to turn it on or off. That's okay, you say, we'll just pull the plug to turn it off.  
Unfortunately, this can lead to corruption problems with the SD card. All the instructions say 
you should run the shutdown command before pulling the plug, but this is not always possible, 
particularly when your Raspberry Pi is running headless without a connected keyboard and 
monitor, and possibly even without any network connection. 

Using GPIO Zero
With the GPIO Zero library, the Python code to deal with a button press becomes extremely 
simple. Assuming your button is connected between GPIO 21 and GND (ground), the code is 
nice and easy. 

#!/usr/bin/env python3
from gpiozero import Button
import os
Button(21).wait_for_press()
os.system("sudo poweroff")

This code creates a button on GPIO 21, waits for it to be pressed, then executes the system 
command to power down the Raspberry Pi. GPIO 21 is nice because it’s on pin 40 of the 40-pin 
header and sits right next to a ground connection on pin 39. This combination makes it difficult 
for an off-switch to be plugged in incorrectly. 
Create the script on your Raspberry Pi 

$ nano ~pi/shutdown-press-simple.py

Then add a line to the end of /etc/rc.local to run it at boot time:

$ sudo su
# echo "~pi/shutdown-press-simple.py &" >> /etc/rc.local

Now, after rebooting, your script will be running and listening for a button, connected between 
GPIO 21 on pin 40 and ground, to be pushed.

Preventing accidental button pushes
One major drawback of the previous code is that any accidental push of the button will shut 
your Raspberry Pi down. It would be better if you needed to hold the button down for several 
seconds before everything powers down.

#!/usr/bin/env python3
from gpiozero import Button
from signal import pause
import os, sys

offGPIO  = int(sys.argv[1]) if len(sys.argv) >= 2 else 21
holdTime = int(sys.argv[2]) if len(sys.argv) >= 3 else 6

# the function called to shut down the RPI
def shutdown():
    os.system("sudo poweroff")

btn = Button(offGPIO, hold_time=holdTime)
btn.when_held = shutdown
pause()    # handle the button presses in the background

Instead of hard-coding the GPIO number 21 and the hold time, this code does a few things 
differently. 
First, it defines variables to hold these numbers at the top of the code. For a program this 
small, declaring the values at the top is not necessary, but it is good practice to declare any 



configurable variables near the top of the code. When making changes later, you won’t have to 
hunt through the code to find these variables. Secondly, it allows the GPIO number and hold 
time to be overridden on the command line, so that you can change them later without 
modifying the program.
We then define a function named shutdown() to execute the poweroff system command. The 
button is also assigned to a variable for use in the next statement. This time, we are also 
specifying that the button must be held down, and when the hold time (6 seconds) has passed, 
any function assigned to the when_held event will be executed. We then assign that event to 
the shutdown() function we defined earlier. The call to pause() is needed to cause the script 
to wait for the button presses.
If you look at the examples that come with the GPIO Zero source, you’ll find a script very 
similar to this one 

Feedback while pressing the button
We can do better. The major thing lacking with the above code is any sort of feedback. It is 
hard to tell that anything is really happening while you have the button pressed down. 
Fortunately, GPIO Zero allows us to do much more with a button press, such as turning an LED 
on and off or setting it blinking, by attaching this to the button’s when_pressed event. We 
need to ensure that the LED is turned off if the button is not held down for the entire length of 
time. This can be accomplished by attaching to the when_released event.

#!/usr/bin/env python3
from gpiozero import Button, LED
from signal import pause
import os, sys

offGPIO  = int(sys.argv[1]) if len(sys.argv) >= 2 else 21
holdTime = int(sys.argv[2]) if len(sys.argv) >= 3 else 6
ledGPIO  = int(sys.argv[3]) if len(sys.argv) >= 4 else 2

def when_pressed():
    # start blinking with 1/2 second rate
    led.blink(on_time=0.5, off_time=0.5)

def when_released():
    # be sure to turn the LEDs off if we release early
    led.off()

def shutdown():
    os.system("sudo poweroff")

led = LED(ledGPIO)
btn = Button(offGPIO, hold_time=holdTime)
btn.when_held = shutdown
btn.when_pressed  = when_pressed
btn.when_released = when_released
pause()

As before, the important work has been moved into functions named when_pressed(), 
when_released(), and the same shutdown() function we used before. 
These are assigned to their corresponding button events.



Appendix

 Watchdog

watchdog [-f|--force] [-c filename|--config-file filename] [-v|--verbose] [-s|--sync] [-
b|--softboot] [-q|--no-action]

Description
The Linux kernel can reset the system if serious problems are detected. This can be 
implemented via special watchdog hardware, or via a slightly less reliable software-only 
watchdog inside the kernel. Either way, there needs to be a daemon that tells the kernel the 
system is working fine. If the daemon stops doing that, the system is reset.
watchdog is such a daemon. It opens /dev/watchdog and keeps writing to it often enough to 
keep the kernel from resetting, at least once per minute. Each write delays the reboot time 
another minute. After a minute of inactivity, the watchdog hardware will cause the reset. In 
the case of the software watchdog the ability to reboot will depend on the state of the 
machines and interrupts.
The watchdog daemon can be stopped without causing a reboot if the device /dev/watchdog is 
closed correctly, unless your kernel is compiled with the CONFIG_WATCHDOG_NOWAYOUT 
option enabled.

Tests
The watchdog daemon does several tests to check the system status:

 Is the process table full?
 Is there enough free memory?
 Are some files accessible?
 Have some files changed within a given interval?
 Is the average work load too high?
 Has a file table overflow occurred?
 Is a process still running? The process is specified by a pid file.
 Do some IP addresses answer to ping?
 Do network interfaces receive traffic?
 Is the temperature too high? (Temperature data not always available.)
 Execute a user defined command to do arbitrary tests.
 Execute one or more test/repair commands found in /etc/watchdog.d. These commands 

are called with the argument test or repair.

If any of these checks fail watchdog will cause a shutdown. Should any of these tests except 
the user defined binary last longer than one minute the machine will be rebooted, too.

Options
Available command line options are the following:
-v, --verbose

Set verbose mode. Only implemented if compiled with SYSLOG feature. This mode will 
log each several infos in LOG_DAEMON with priority LOG_INFO. This is useful if you 
want to see exactly what happened until the watchdog rebooted the system. Currently 
it logs the temperature (if available), the load average, the change date of the files it 
checks and how often it went to sleep.

-s, --sync
Try to synchronize the filesystem every time the process is awake. Note that the 
system is rebooted if for any reason the synchronizing lasts longer than a minute.

-b, --softboot
Soft-boot the system if an error occurs during the main loop, e.g. if a given file is not 
accessible via the stat(2) call. Note that this does not apply to the opening of 
/dev/watchdog and /proc/loadavg, which are opened before the main loop starts.

-f, --force
Force the usage of the interval given or the maximal load average given in the config 
file.
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-c config-file, --config-file config-file
Use config-file as the configuration file instead of the default /etc/watchdog.conf.

-q, --no-action
Do not reboot or halt the machine. This is for testing purposes. All checks are executed, 
and the results are logged as usual, but no action is taken. Also, your hardware card or 
the kernel software watchdog driver is not enabled. Temperature checking is also 
disabled since this triggers the hardware watchdog on some cards.

Function
After watchdog starts, it puts itself into the background and then tries all checks specified in 
its configuration file in turn. Between each two tests it will write to the kernel device to prevent 
a reset. After finishing all tests watchdog goes to sleep for some time. The kernel drivers 
expects a write to the watchdog device every minute. Otherwise the system will be reset. As a 
default watchdog will sleep for only 10 seconds so it triggers the device early enough.
Under high system load watchdog might be swapped out of memory and may fail to make it 
back in in time. Under these circumstances the Linux kernel will reset the machine. To make 
sure you won't get unnecessary reboots make sure you have the variable realtime set to yes in 
the configuration file watchdog.conf. This adds real time support to watchdog: it will lock 
itself into memory and there should be no problem even under the highest of loads.
Also, you can specify a maximal allowed load average. Once this load average is reached the 
system is rebooted. You may specify maximal load averages for 1 minute, 5 minutes or 15 
minutes. The default values is to disable this test. Be careful not to set this parameter too low. 
To set a value less then the predefined minimal value of 2, you have to use the -f option.
You can also specify a minimal amount of virtual memory you want to have available as free. 
As soon as more virtual memory is used action is taken by watchdog. Note, however, that 
watchdog does not distinguish between different types of memory usage. It just checks for 
free virtual memory.
If you have a watchdog card with temperature sensor you can specify the maximal allowed 
temperature. Once this temperature is reached the system is halted. The default value is 120. 
There is no unit conversion so make sure you use the same unit as your hardware. watchdog 
will issue warnings once the temperature increases 90%, 95% and 98% of this temperature.
When using file mode watchdog will try to stat(2) the given files. Errors returned by stat will 
not cause a reboot. For a reboot the stat call has to last at least one minute. This may happen 
if the file is located on an NFS mounted filesystem. If your system relies on an NFS mounted 
filesystem you might try this option. However, in such a case the sync option may not work if 
the NFS server is not answering.
watchdog can read the pid from a pid file and see whether the process still exists. If not, 
action is taken by watchdog. So you can for instance restart the server from your repair-
binary.
watchdog will try periodically to fork itself to see whether the process table is full. This 
process will leave a zombie process until watchdog wakes up again and catches it; this is 
harmless, don't worry about it.
In ping mode watchdog tries to ping the given IP addresses. These addresses do not have to 
be a single machine. It is possible to ping to a broadcast address instead to see if at least one 
machine in a subnet is still living.
Do not use this broadcast ping unless your MIS person a) knows about it and b) has 
given you explicit permission to use it!
watchdog will send out three ping packages and wait up to <interval> seconds for the reply 
with <interval> being the time it goes to sleep between two times triggering the watchdog 
device. Thus a unreachable network will not cause a hard reset but a soft reboot.
You can also test passively for an unreachable network by just monitoring a given interface for 
traffic. If no traffic arrives the network is considered unreachable causing a soft reboot or 
action from the repair binary.
watchdog can run an external command for user-defined tests. A return code not 
equal 0 means an error occured and watchdog should react. If the external command is killed 
by an uncaught signal this is considered an error by watchdog too. The command may take 
longer than the time slice defined for the kernel device without a problem. However, error 
messages are generated into the syslog facility. If you have enabled soft-boot on error the 
machine will be rebooted if the binary doesn't exit in half the time watchdog sleeps between 
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two tries triggering the kernel device.
If you specify a repair binary it will be started instead of shutting down the system. If this 
binary is not able to fix the problem, watchdog will still cause a reboot afterwards.
If the machine is halted an email is sent to notify a human that the machine is going down. 
Starting with version 4.4 watchdog will also notify the human in charge if the machine is 
rebooted.

Soft Reboot
A soft reboot (i.e. controlled shutdown and reboot) is initiated for every error that is found. 
Since there might be no more processes available, watchdog does it all by himself. That 
means:

1. Kill all processes with SIGTERM.
2. After a short pause kill all remaining processes with SIGKILL.
3. Record a shutdown entry in wtmp.
4. Save the random seed from /dev/urandom. If the device is non-existant or there is no 

filename for saving this step is skipped.
5. Turn off accounting.
6. Turn off quota and swap.
7. Unmount all partitions except the root partition.
8. Remount the root partition read-only.
9. Shut down all network interfaces.
10. Finally reboot.

Check Binary
If the return code of the check binary is not zero watchdog will assume an error and reboot 
the system. Be careful with this if you are using the real-time properties of watchdog since 
watchdog will wait for the return of this binary before proceeding. An positive exit code is 
interpreted as an system error code (see errno.h for details). Negative values are special to 
watchdog:

-1 Reboot the system. This is not exactly an error message but a command to 
watchdog. If the return code is -1 watchdog will not try to run a shutdown script 
instead.

-2 Reset the system. This is not exactly an error message but a command to watchdog. 
If the return code is -2 watchdog will simply refuse to write the kernel device 
again.

-3 Maximum load average exceeded.
-4 The temperature inside is too high.
-5 /proc/loadavg contains no (or not enough) data.
-6 The given file was not changed in the given interval.
-7 /proc/meminfo contains invalid data.
-8 Child process was killed by a signal.
-9 Child process did not return in time.
-10 Free for personal use.



Repair Binary
The repair binary is started with one parameter: the error number that caused watchdog to 
initiate the boot process. After trying to repair the system the binary should exit with 0 if the 
system was successfully repaired and thus there is no need to boot anymore. A return value 
not equal 0 tells watchdog to reboot. The return code of the repair binary should be the error 
number of the error causing watchdog to reboot. Be careful with this if you are using the 
real-time properties since watchdog will wait for the return of this binary before proceeding.

Test Directory
Executables placed in the test directory are discovered by watchdog on start-up and are 
automatically executed. They are bounded time-wise by the test-timeout directive in 
watchdog.conf.
These executables are called with either "test" as the first argument (if a test is being 
performed) or "repair" as the first argument (if a repair for a previously-failed "test" operation 
on is being performed).
The as with test binaries and repair binaries, expected exit codes for a successful test or repair 
operation is always zero.
If an executable's test operation fails, the same executable is automatically called with the 
"repair" argument as well as the return code of the previously-failed test operation.
For example, if the following execution returns 42:
/etc/watchdog.d/my-test test
The watchdog daemon will attempt to repair the problem by calling:
/etc/watchdog.d/my-test repair 42
This enables administrators and application developers to make intelligent test/repair 
commands. If the "repair" operation is not required (or is not likely to succeed), it is important 
that the author of the command return a non-zero value so the machine will still reboot as 
expected.
Note that the watchdog daemon may interpret and act upon any of the reserved return codes 
noted in the Check Binary section prior to calling a given command in "repair" mode.

Files
/dev/watchdog

The watchdog device.
/var/run/watchdog.pid

The pid file of the running watchdog.



 watchdog.conf

Description
This file carries all configuration options for the Linux watchdog daemon. Each option has to be 
written on a line for itself. Comments start with '#'. Blanks are ignored except after the '=' 
sign. An empty text after the '=' sign disables the feature as long as that makes sense.

Options
interval = <interval>

Set the interval between two writes to the watchdog device. The kernel drivers expects 
a write command every minute. Otherwise the system will be rebooted. Default value is 
10 seconds. An interval of more than a minute can only be used with the -f command-
line option.

logtick = <logtick>
If you enable verbose logging, a message is written into the syslog or a logfile. While 
this is nice, it is not necessary to get a message every 10 seconds which really fills up 
disk and needs CPU. logtick allows adjustment of the number of intervals skipped 
before a log message is written. If you use logtick = 60 and interval = 10, only every 
10 minutes (600 seconds) a message is written. This may make the exact time of a 
crash harder to find but greatly reduces disk usage and administrator nerves if you're 
looking for a particular syslog entry in between of watchdog messages.

max-load-1 = <load1>
Set the maximal allowed load average for a 1 minute span. Once this load average is 
reached the system is rebooted. Default value is 0. That means the load average check 
is disabled. Be careful not to this parameter too low. To set a value less then the 
predefined minimal value of 2, you have to use the -f commandline option.

max-load-5 = <load5>
Set the maximal allowed load average for a 5 minute span. Once this load average is 
reached the system is rebooted. Default value is 3/4*max-load-1. Be careful not to this 
parameter too low. To set a value less then the predefined minimal value of 2, you 
have to use the -f commandline option.

max-load-15 = <load15>
Set the maximal allowed load average for a 15 minute span. Once this load average is 
reached the system is rebooted. Default value is 1/2*max-load-1. Be careful not to this 
parameter too low. To set a value less then the predefined minimal value of 2, you 
have to use the -f commandline option.

min-memory = <minpage>
Set the minimal amount of virtual memory that has to stay free. Note that this is in 
pages. Default value is 0 pages which means this test is disabled. The page size is 
taken from the system include files.

max-temperature = <temp>
Set the maximal allowed temperature. Once this temperature is reached the system is 
halted. Default value is 120. There is no unit conversion, so make sure you use the 
same unit as your hardware. Watchdog will issue warnings once the temperature 
increases 90%, 95% and 98% of this temperature.

watchdog-device = <device>
Set the watchdog device name. Default is to disable keep alive support.

temperature-device = <temp-dev>
Set the temperature device name. Default is to disable temperature checking.

file = <filename>
Set file name for file mode. This option can be given as often as you like to check 
several files.

change = <mtime>
Set the change interval time for file mode. This options always belongs to the active 
filename, that is when finding a 'change =' line watchdog assumes it belongs to the 
most recently read 'file =' line. They don't neccessarily have to follow each other 
directly. But you cannot specify a 'change =' before a 'file ='. The default is to only stat 
the file and don't look for changes.



pidfile = <pidfilename>
Set pidfile name for server test mode. This option can be given as often as you like to 
check several servers.

ping = <ip-addr>
Set IP address for ping mode. This option can be used more than once to check 
different connections.

interface = <if-name>
Set interface name for network mode. This option can be used more than once to check 
different interfaces.

test-binary = <testbin>
Execute the given binary to do some user defined tests.

test-timeout = <timeout in seconds>
User defined tests may only run for <timeout> seconds. Set to 0 for unlimited.

repair-binary = <repbin>
Execute the given binary in case of a problem instead of shutting down the system.

admin = <mail-address>
Email address to send admin mail to. That is, who shall be notified that the machine is 
being halted or rebooted. Default is 'root'. If you want to disable notification via email 
just set admin to en empty string.

realtime = <yes|no>
If set to yes watchdog will lock itself into memory so it is never swapped out.

priority = <schedule priority>
Set the schedule priority for realtime mode.

test-directory = <test directory>
Set the directory to run user test/repair scripts. Default is '/etc/watchdog.d' See the 
Test Directory section in watchdog(8) for more information.

Files
/etc/watchdog.conf

The watchdog configuration file
/etc/watchdog.d

A directory containing test-or-repair commands. See the Test Directory section in 
watchdog(8) for more information.
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